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TURBOJET ENGINE AT TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURES UP TO 2500 ° F
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SUMMARY
An experimental investigation was made of an air-cooled turbine at
average turbine inlet tempertures up to 2500 ° F. A modified production-
model 12-stage axial-flow-compressor turbojet engine operating in a stat-
ic sea-level stand was used as the test vehicle. The modifications to
the engine consisted of the substitution of special combustor and tur-
bine assemblies and double-walled exhaust ducting for the standard parts
of the engine. All of these special parts were air-cooled to withstand
the high operating temperatures of the investigation.
The air-cooled turbine stator and rotor blades were of the
corrugated-insert type. Leading-edge tip caps were installed on the
rotor blades to improve leading-edge cooling by diverting the discharge
of coolant to regions of lower gas pressure toward the trailing edge of
the blade tip. Caps varying in length from 0.15- to 0.55-chord length
were used in an attempt to determine the optimum cap length for this
blade.
The engine was operated over a range of average turbine inlet tem-
peratures from about 1600 ° to about 2500 ° F, and a range of average
coolant-flow ratios of 0.012 to 0.065. Temperatures of the air-cooled
turbine rotor blades were measured at all test conditions by the use of
thermocouples and temperature-indicating paints. The results of the in-
vestigation indicated that this type of blade is feasible for operation
in turbojet e_ines at the average turbine inlet temperatures and stress
levels tested_maximums of 2500 ° F and 2A_000 psi, respectively). An
average one-third-span blade temperature of 1500 ° F could be maintained
on 0.S5-chord tip cap blades with an average coolant-flow ratio of about
0.022 when the average turbine inlet temperature was 2500 ° F and
cooling-air temperature was about 260 ° F. All of the leading-edge tip
cap lengths improved the cooling of the leading-edge region of the
blades_ particularly at low average coolant-flow ratios. At high gas
temperatures_ such parts as the turbine stator and the combustor liners
are likely to be as critical as the turbine rotor blades.
INTRODUCTION
Significant increases in the power output of turbojet engines are
madepossible by utilizing turbine cooling tc allow increased turbine
inlet temperatures (ref. i to 3). In addition, increased turbine inlet
temperatures offer improvements in specific luel consumption for nearly
all flight speeds of afterburning engines and for somesupersonic appli-
cations of nonafterburning engines. To realize these potential gains
requires turbine blading capable of withstanding the higher temperatures
involved. Various types of convection-_ filx_-_ or transpiration-cooled
blades using air as the coolant have been investigated by the NASAat
present-day gas-temperature levels of 16000 to 1700O F (ref. i). A type
of air-cooled turbine rotor blade that showedpromise of providing high
cooling effectiveness at elevated temperatures was the shell-supported
corrugated-insert blade (refs. 4 to 6). In addition, this type has the
further advantages of light weight and relatively simple fabrication
techniques. To obtain experimental data on this type of blade and other
cooled components at higher gas temperatures, the present investigation
was undertaken utilizing an air-cooled turbine in a turbojet engine op-
erating at average turbine inlet temperatures up to 2500 ° F.
In general_ the leading-edge section of _he turbine blade is the
most difficult portion to cool because of the high heat flux and the re-
stricted space available for placing internal coolant passages at this
location. Early attempts to improve the cooling of the leading-edge
region with copper cladding on the inner surface of the shell (ref. 7)
and with film-cooling of the immediate leadin_-edge area through span-
wise slots (ref. 8) were not satisfactory. _e first method reduced the
structural integrity of the blade by increasii_ the stress level, and
the second method subjected the blade to vibr_Ltory failure from the ad-
dition of the slots. However, the use of choi'dwise leading-edge tip
caps to divert the discharge of coolant for t]_e leading-edge passages to
a lower-pressure region toward the rear of th_ blade chord has been
shown in reference 9 to be effective at low c_olant-flow rates.
This report presents the cooling charact_ristics of corrugated-
insert blades of various tip cap lengths installed in a split-disk tur-
bine rotor assembly and operated in a modifie< production-model turbojet
engine at static sea-level conditions. A brief discussion of other en-
gine components that may be critical when ope]'ated at high temperature
levels is also presented. A detailed descripJion of the special parts,
modifications, and cooling-air systems required for this high-
temperature engine are discussed in appendix ;. The engine was operat-
ed at average turbine inlet temperatures from about 1600 ° to about
2500 ° F, and average turbine rotor blade cool_nt-flow ratios of 0.012 to
0.065.
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APPAraTUS AND INSTRUMENTATION
The test vehicle for this investigation was a modified production
model of a 12-stage axial-flow-compressor turbojet engine (see fig. i).
The engine was installed and operated in a static sea-level test stand.
The modifications to the engine consisted of air-cooled turbine rotor
and stator assemblies (fig. 2), special combustors (figs. 3 and A), and
air-cooled double-walled exhaust ducting (figs. i and 2) in place of
the standard engine parts. Blades for both the turbine stator and ro-
tor assemblies were convection-cooled corrugated-insert type with cor-
rugations of 0.07-inch pitch_ 0.07-inch amplitude, and O.007-inch thick-
ness. Leading-edge tip caps of various lengths were added to the tur-
bine rotor blades (figs. 5 and 6) to improve the cooling of the leading-
edge section. Cooling air for the cooled components was supplied from
a source external to the engine. Detailed descriptions of the design
and fabrication of the special engine parts and the cooling-air systems
are given in appendix A.
Temperatures of the air-cooled turbine rotor blades were measured
by means of thermocouples (located as shown in fig. 7) and temperature-
indicating paints. The details of the rotor blade instrumentation (as
well as other instrumentation on the engine) are given in appendix A.
PROCEDURE
Experimental Procedure
The test engine was operated in a series of constant-engine-speed
runs at progressively increasing levels of turbine inlet temperature.
At each condition of speed and temperature, varying quantities of
cooling airflow (beginning with high flows and decreasing to low flows)
were supplied to the turbine rotor blades. The original test program
provided for varying the supply of cooling air to the turbine stator
blades also; but_ because of mechanical damage to the blades, which was
sustained early in the program and which will be described later_ a con-
stant high flow of cooling air was supplied to the stator blades
throughout the tests as a precautionary measure. The coolant flows to
the other cooled components (the turbine blade blowout shroud and the
double-walled exhaust ducting) were approximately constant throughout
the series of tests. Temperature, pressure_ engine speed_ and fuel-
flow readings were made at each engine operating condition.
Calculation Procedure
Average turbine inlet temperature. - Because of the high operating
temperatures proposed for this investigation, it was not practical to
measure turbine inlet temperature by the conventional meansof mast-
support thermocouples. As a consequence, an _verage turbine inlet tem-
perature was calculated from measuredconditions at the compressor dis-
charge, measuredquantity of fuel flow, and aa assumedcombustion effi-
ciency. This method is outlined in detail ir reference i0.
Rewriting equation (8) of reference i0 Jn terms used herein,
_BHf + h2 + fhf
h3 = (1 • f) (1)
All symbols are defined in appendix B. The burner efficiency _B was
assumed to be 98 percent (from ex_erimental combustor data), and the
lower heating value of the fuel H was dete_nined experimentally to be
18_700 Btu per pound. With measured values of the compressor discharge
temperature, the enthalpy at this station h2 was determined from Chart
I of reference i0. A constant value of -45 Btu per pound was used for
the quantity hf. From the calculated values of enthalpy at turbine in-
let h3, measured values of fuel-air ratio f, and Chart II of reference
i0, the value of average turbine inlet temperlture TS was determined.
Effective _as temperature. - The equilibrium temperature of an un-
cooled body in a gas stream is defined as the effective gas temperature
tg_e. It has a value between that of the static and total temperature
of the gas. In previous turbine-cooling investigations conducted at
lower turbine inlet temperature levels, it wa_ possible to measure this
temperature directly by use of thermocouples )n an uncooled turbine
blade installed in the rotor along with the c)oled test blades. In the
present investigation_ however_ the inlet tem)eratures were too high tn
permit operation of an uncooled blade; there_ore_ it was _ecessary to
rely on calculated values of the effective ga_ temperature.
In order to calculate the rotor blade lo_al effective gas tempera-
ture, it is necessary to know the turbine vel)city diagram, the average
radial gas-temperature distribution at the tu_bine inlet, and the heat
loss to the stator blade cooling air. (The m)rd "average" in the average
radial gas-temperature distribution refers to a circumferential average
temperature that the rotor blade "sees.") Du:'ing high-temperature runs,
it is extremely difficult to obtain adequate lleasurements of the gas-
temperature distribution or the turbine velocty diagram. It was there-
fore necessary to resort to some assumptions _hat are believed to result
in calculations of local effective gas temper_ture that are as accurate
as can be obtained under the conditions of th_ test. These assumptions
are given in appendix C. Using these assumptl ons_ the local effective
gas temperature at the radial position where ;he blade temperature
measurements were made on the turbine rotor blade (one-third span) was
calculated in the manner shown in appendix C.
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Distribution of turbine rotor blade coolin6 air. - During this in-
vestigation_ air-cooled turbine rotor blades with six different leading-
edge tip cap configurations were tested simultaneously in the engine.
The various tip caps had resulted in different internal airflow and dis-
charge conditions that undoubtedly resulted in unequal coolant weight-
flow rates. It was not possible to determine the flow of cooling air to
each type of blade during engine operation. In the presentation of
data_ both average cooling-air to gas weight-flow ratio and cooling-air
pressure level were used as criteria for evaluating cooling character-
istics.
Where comparisons were made between blades of different tip cap
configurations or for the uncapped blades, a measured average total
pressure of the rotor blade cooling air (at the hub inlet near the shaft
centerline) was used as the criterion. This method of comparison shows
the relative cooling effectiveness of the various tip cap configurations
where the conditions of cooling-air supply pressure and full-chord gas-
stream pressure gradient and pressure level at the blade tips were the
same. The quantity of cooling air flowing in the various types of
blades would probably be different because of the different effective
gas-stream pressure gradients developed by the presence of the tip caps.
The magnitude of these differences in quantity of cooling airflow could
not be measured during engine operation.
When comparisons were made between blades with O.SS-chord tip caps_
coolant-flow ratio (Wa/W_] was used. This ratio wasan average \ - o/ av
determined from the total quantity of cooling air for the rotor blades
ws and the combustion-gas weight flow Wg. From the breakdown of blade
types listed in appendix A_ it can be seen that the blade group with
O.SS-chord tip cap comprised roughly one-third the total number of
blades. If the two adjacent groups_ which have very similar cooling-
airflow characteristics_ were added to this group_ more than two-thirds
of the blades would be represented, with the remainder evenly d_vided in
categories above and below this central grouping. Therefore_ the use of
an average coolant-flow ratio for presenting the comparative cooling
characteristics of the blades with a 0.SS-chord tip cap should be a very
good approximation of the actual cooling airflow to these blades.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The operation of the air-cooled turbojet engine covered a range of
average turbine inlet total temperatures from about 1600 ° to about
2500 ° F and a range of engine speeds from about 7000 to about 76S0 rpm
(approximately 88 to 96 percent of rated engine speed). Average cooling-
air to combustion-gas weight-flow ratios (designated herein as average
coolant-flow ratios) to the turbine rotor blades were varied from 0.012
to 0.065. A summaryof the engine operation is given in table I. A to-
tal of about 19 hours of engine operating time was accrued during the
course of this investigation. About six of these hours were at tempera-
tures above 2000° F.
Turbine Rotor Blade Cooling Characteristics
The major effort in this investigation _s devoted to determining
the cooling characteristics of the turbine rctor blades. The use of
convection-air-cooled blades with corrugated inserts in turbojet engines
at turbine inlet temperatures up to 2500° F l as been proposed in analyt-
ical studies (refs. ii and 12). Somepredictions of air-cooled turbine
rotor blade temperatures at such elevated ga_-temperature levels have
also been madebased on experimental blade temperature data obtained at
conventional gas-temperature levels around 1600° F (see ref. 13). The
present test apparatus afforded an opportunity experimentally to obtain
temperature distributions on the turbine rote r blades_ required quanti-
ties of coolant flow, and effects of rotor bJade leading-edge tip caps
under actual engine operating conditions at _as temperatures up to
2500° F. Results from the blades with 0.35-chord tip cap were used for
most of the data presentation.
Chordwise blade temperature distributions. - The chordwise variation
of outer-shell temperature at the one-third-span position on turbine ro-
tor blades with 0.35-chord tip caps is shown in figure 8 for series C
(table I). (Locations of the thermocouple positions plotted are shown
on figure 7.) Series C was used to illustrate chordwise temperature
variations because it covered a large range cf average coolant-flow ra-
tios and all of the blade thermocouples were operating properly. Other
operating conditions for this series of runs were an average turbine in-
let temperature of about 2000 ° F and an engire speed of 6970 rpm (88
percent of maximum engine speed).
The maximum chordwise spread in temperature for a given coolant-
flow ratio was about i000 ° F at the highest _atio (0.054). The tempera-
ture spread was about 800 ° F at the lowest ccolant-flow ratio (0.013).
This wide chordwise temperature spread was d_e to the extremely low lo-
cal temperatures at the three-quarter-chord Iosition on the suction sur-
face and high peak temperatures at the leadilg edge. The high peak tem-
peratures are confined to the leading-edge rcgionj _hich represents
about i0 percent of the blade chord_ and the gradient_ in this region
are very large.
For all themocouple locations except i_ the leading region and at
the trailing edge (suction surface), the charge of the local temperature
over this range of average coolant-flow ratios was 200 ° to 300 ° F. For
the trailing-edge (suction-surface) region t_is change was about 150 ° F,
and for the leading-edge region about 80 ° to 80° F.
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It will be noted from the data shown in figure 8 and in table I
that_ in general_ the temperature of the cooling air at the base of the
turbine rotor blades ta increased with decreases in average coolant-
flow ratio Wa/Wg. This temperature increase was due to the fact that
the cooling air absorbed heat in its passage through the impeller be-
tween the two halves of the split-type turbine rotor. With lower coolant
flows_ this heat addition resulted in higher temperature rises. The
amount of this heat addition varied between series of runs because the
heat input to the rotor disks increased with gas-temperature level.
Comparison of thermocouple and temperature-indicating-paint data. -
The temperature-indicating paints were not used as primary sources of
temperature data. However, the indications produced by these paints
were useful in showing general trends of temperature variation. The
sprayed coating of all the paints remained on the suction surfaces of
the bladesj but practically all the paint coatings were scrubbed off the
pressure surface during engine operation. Therefore, data for the suc-
tion surface only will be presented for the temperature-indicating
paints.
Figure 9 shows a composite diagram of the temperature patterns
(isothermal lines) developed on rotor blades with 0.35-chord tip caps
during the engine operation of series E. This series was used to illus-
trate the comparison between thermocouple and temperature-indicating-
paint data_ because all eight types of temperature-indicating paint had
been used on the blades during this series. In addition, the gas-
temperature level was high, and a large range of average coolant-flow
ratios was covered. Maximum local temperatures registered by thermo-
couples during this same engine operation are superimposed on the figure
for comparison. (Duplicate readings for a given thermocouple location
are for two similar thermocouples on different blades.) In general_ the
agreement of data from the thermcouples and the temperature-indicating
paints is very good. Five out of the six thermocouple readings are be-
tween isothermal lines bracketing the thermocouple readings. The other
reading is slightly above the isothermal line that most nearly corre-
sponds to it. The pattern of the isothermal lines verifies the existence
of a low-temperature region at the three-quarter-chord suction surface,
which was indicated by the thermocouple readings as shown in figure 8.
The patterns developed on blades with other tip cap lengths were of sim-
ilar appearance, and the comparison with corresponding thermocouple
readings in general showed about the same agreement exhibited by the ex-
ample shown in figure 9.
Effect of leading-edge tip ca_s on blade temperature. - Leading-
edge tip caps of varying lengths had been installed on the blades to im-
prove the cooling of the leading-edge regions. These caps would shield
the tip end of the leading-edge coolant passages from the high pressure
of the gas stream at the turbine inlet and divert the discharge of cool-
ant to a location of lower gas pressure closer to the turbine exit. To
be of real value, any gain in cooling of the leading-edge region due to
the tip caps must be madewithout unduepenalty to the cooling effective-
ness of the remainder of the blade.
Local turbine rotor blade temperatures _t the leading-edge, mid-
chord section (suction-surface), and trailing-edge positions for blades
with various lengths of tip caps are shownin figure i0 for engine op-
erating series C (table I). Series C wasused for this comparison be-
cause more temperature data were obtained on more tip cap configurations
in this series than in any other. This series also covered a large av-
erage coolant-flow-ratio range. Temperature trends for the other series
were similar to the ones shownhere. All th_ thermocouples for a given
type of cappedblade are located on the sameblade (except that a du-
plicate thermocouple was located at the midcnord suction-surface posi-
tion on a second blade with a 0.3S-chord tip cap). Data for the O.IS-
chord tip cap blade are not included on this figure because of faulty
thermocouples on this blade. Temperature readings for the blade with
O.$5-chord tip cap looked questionable during the test. This blade was
subsequently sectioned_ and blocked cooling-_ir passages were discovered.
Hence_ these data were omitted. Coolant-flo_ rates to each of the dif-
ferent types of blades were not known; ther_forej the temperature data
on figure i0 are plotted against the rotor h_b cooling-air pressure Pa,
which was the samefor all blades. The corresponding values of average
coolant-flow ratio for the data points are akso given on the figure.
The temperatures measuredon the leadin,_ edge of the uncappedblade
(fig. lO(a)) were higher than those measuredon the leading edge of any
of the cappedblades for the entire range of rotor hub cooling-air pres-
sures. It can also be seen that for the cap?edblades the leading-edge
temperatures did not vary greatly with the cDoling-air pressure. For
the uncappedblade, the leading-edge temperature increased 125° F from
about 161S° F at a cooling-air pressure of 5_ inches of mercury to about
1740° F at 33 inches of mercury. For the sane range of cooling-air
pressure the leading-edge temperatures of th_ cappedblades increased
only about 35° F. At the high values of coo_ing-air pressure the
uncapped-blade leading-edge temperature was _lightly higher than that of
the blades having 0.25- and 0.55-chord tip c_ps and about 50° F higher
than the blade with a 0.35-chord tip cap. At the low cooling-air pres-
sures, however, the uncapped-blade leading-elge temperature is i00 ° to
150° F higher than that of the cappedblades. This indicates that the
tip caps are more effective at the low cooling-air pressures (low cool-
ant flows) than at the high cooling-air pres3ures, which is a desirable
result.
It will be noted that there is a dashed-line curve for the uncapped-
blade leading-edge temperature for cooling-air pressures less than about
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68 inches of mercury. It is believed that this curve more nearly rep-
resents the trend of the leading-edge temperature for the uncapped blade
than does the solid-line curve for the low cooling-air pressures. The
basis for this belief is discussed in appendix D in conjunction with the
determination of effective gas temperatures.
The temperature patterns at the trailing edge (fig. lO(c)) are very
similar to those at the leading edg e with some interchanging of the rel-
ative positions of the curves for the capped blades. The uncapped blade
showed slightly higher temperatures at this position also than any of
the capped blades.
At the midchord position_ the spread in temperatures is much larger
both with changes in tip cap length and with changes in cooling-air pres-
sure (fig. 10(b)). Here, also, the effect of the tip caps can be seen
at the lower pressure levels. The midchord temperatures of the uncapped
and the shortest capped blades show sharp increases as the cooling-air
pressure is reduced below about $8 inches of mercury, while the tempera-
tures of the longer capped blades are still increasing gradually.
It was not possible to establish the optimum cap length from the
data obtained, but is obvious that the tip caps were beneficial. The
indications are that cap lengths of O.5S-chord and possibly 0.SS-chord
length were the most effective. The improved cooling of the capped
blades is significant in that the lower leading-edge temperatures can
mean less erosion of the metal and higher permissible stresses (greater
mass flow for given engine size). Although the temperature differences
are not great_ even moderate temperature reductions can have appreciable
effects on material properties at high temperatures. It can be concluded
that leading-edge tip caps were helpful additions to the air-cooled tur-
bine rotor blades.
Required turbine rotor blade average coolant-flow ratio. - Average
blade temperatures for 0.35-chord tip cap blades were determined by in-
tegrating the areas under the curves of chordwise temperature distribu-
tion (as in fig. 8) for all the operating conditions. These average
blade temperatures (which are listed in table I) were plotted against
the corresponding average coolant-flow ratios with average turbine in-
let temperature as a parameter. This information was then cross-plotted
to obtain figure ii, which is a plot of required average coolant-flow
ratio for various average turbine inlet temperatures and average blade
temperatures.
It can be seen from figure Ii that an average coolant-flow ratio of
0.022 will maintain an average blade temperature of IS00 ° F at an average
turbine inlet temperature of 2S00 ° F. At an average turbine inlet temper-
ature of 2140 ° F, this same average blade temperature can be maintained
with an average c<_olant-flow ratio of about 0.01. (The cooling-air tem-
peratures for these conditions were about 260 ° F for the high gas-
temperature level, and SSO ° F for the low gas-temperature level.) Since
i0
this is a relatively low-stress blade (24,000 psi maximumat root section),
an average blade operating temperature of 130(° F is not excessive. It has
been shownin reference 14 that the stress-ratio factor (ratio of average
allowable blade stress-rupture strength to blade average centrifugal stress
at the critical section) was a good design criterion for tube-filled air-
cooled blades. From reference i5, the stress-rupture strength of the blade
material (HS-51) at 1500° F for lO0-hour life is 46,000 psi. The critical
section on an air-cooled rotor blade is generally near the one-third-span
position. At that span position on this blade, the centrifugal stress was
a maximumof 18,800 psi during this investigat£on. This resulted in a
stress-ratio factor of 2.4S. The experimental endurance investigation of
reference 16 has shownthat a value of stress-catio factor of 2.S was a
good design value for a tube-filled air-cooled blade cast of a low-alloy
steel.
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Temperature-difference ratio. - The temperature-difference ratio
(tg,e - tb,av)/(tg,e - ta) was derived in reference 17 to express the
one-dimensional radial average blade temperature distribution for an air-
cooled turbine blade. The temperature tg_e _as calculated by the meth-
od given in appendix C; tb_av was determined oy integrating under the
curves of chordwise temperature distribution s_ch as shown in figure 8;
ta was measured at the base of the turbine rotor blades. A tabulation
of these values is given in table I.
The assumption is sometimes made that the value of the temperature-
difference ratio remains constant (or at least does not decrease appre-
ciably) when the engine operating temperature Level is increased. The
results of the present investigation (which co_ers a turbine inlet tem-
perature range from 1620 ° to 2520 ° F) show thai this assumption would
lead to predicted blade temperatures that were higher than would occur
in actual operation. A plot of temperature-diFference ratio against
coolant-flow ratio for 0.3S-chord tip cap blades is shown in figure 1Z.
As can be seen from this figure, the value of _he temperature-difference
ratio at a given value of coolant-flow ratio i_creased with an increase
in average turbine inlet temperature.
The reader is reminded that certain assum)tions (listed in appen-
dix C) were made in calculating the tg_e valles used to determine
the temperature-difference ratios shown in figure 12. In making these
assumptions it is more likely that the calculated values of tg_e are
low rather than high. It is therefore possibl_ that the values of
temperature-difference ratios appearing in figlre 12 are also low. The
trend of temperature-difference ratio with turbine inlet temperature
shown was obtained from one engine. It should not be treated as a gen-
eral result applicable to all types of engines and turbine blading without
ii
due regard to these qualifying assumptions. It is felt_ however_ that
the evidence of this trend for this investigation is of interest to those
concerned with the design of air-cooled turbojet engines.
ao
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Effects of High-Temperature Operations on Engine Parts
All parts of the engine from the combustors rearward were subjected
to the effects of the high gas temperature. Where possible_ air-cooling
was applied to these parts to protect them from failure due to the tem-
perature effects. The success of this air-cooling was dependent on a
number of factors such as rate of heat input and accessibility of the
part for cooling.
Combustors. - The modified combustors used in this investigation
had been subjected to the conditions of high-temperature engine opera-
tion (part of which is reported in ref. 6) before being employed in this
engine. This previous service covered 7 hours or more at turbine inlet
temperatures between 1800 ° and 2500 ° F. No damage was apparent to the
combustors at the conclusion of this service; therefore_ the same units
were used in the engine for the present investigation.
At the conclusion of the experimental operation summarized in table
I, the combustor transition liners showed considerable damage due to the
high-temperature effects. Two views of a typical liner after testing
are shown in figure 13. The inner radius of the liner showed more dam-
age than the outer radius_ because the line of flow of the combustion
gas leaving the combustor impinged on this section.
The combustors were modifications of an existing design for a
production-model engine rather than a design specifically made for the
high temperature proposed for this investigation. The exposed position
of the cooling-air scallops on the transition liners made them particu-
larly susceptible to damage from gas-stream impingement. The present
experience shows_ however_ that limited high-temperature operation was
possible with modified combustors in which only a small amount of devel-
opment work was conducted. An original design that has better radial
and circumferential temperature distribution and avoids exposed surfaces
in the gas flow could undoubtedly be developed to give much better
service.
Air-cooled stator assembly. - Early in the test program a piece of
debris (a small part of a broken machine screw tap that had inadvertently
been left in such a position that it could go through the turbine) caused
severe damage to the trailing-edge section of the stator blades and mod-
erate damage to the leading-edge section of the rotor blades. The last
inch and a half of the trailing edge of every stator blade was struck
repeatedly on the suction surface by the debris. In all of these places
12
the outer shell on the suction surface wasbent in, sealing off the cool-
ing passages underneath. Someof the blows _ere hard enough to bulge and
crack the pressure surface directly opposite the point of impact, also.
No replacement parts were available for the stator blades; therefore; re-
pairs were madeby straightening and welding wherepossible. The tests
were continued, with a large amount of coolirg air being supplied con-
stantly to the stator to help overcomethe e_fect of the badly blocked
internal cooling-air passages in the trailin_ edge of the blades. The
condition of the forward part of the stator assembly at the conclusion
of the investigation is shownin figure 16. This is a view of a sector
of the stator diaphragm directly behind the discharge of one of the
eight can-type combustors. The hot core of the gas stream is plainly
defined by the damagepattern on the blades. The most severe damageis
from the midspan outward. The coloration pattern on the stator blades
that is evident in figure 16 showsthat the stator blade cooling air
(with possibly someassistance from the transition-liner cooling air)
waskeeping the root end of the blades very cDol. This pattern of blade
damagewas similar behind each of the other c_mbustors. The inner and
outer rings of the stator diaphragm and the ialet and exit cooling-air
manifolds that composedthe remainder of the stator assembly showedno
signs of damagefrom high-temperature engine operation.
The condition of the stator blades clearly showsthe necessity of
controlling the temperature distribution at tue exit of the combustors
for high-temperature engines. The blades had been cooled with a high
rate of coolant flow (S to 8 percent) throughput the investigation be-
cause of the damageto the trailing-edge sectLon early in the program.
This cooling was adequate for all except the _xtreme leading-edge sec-
tion, where the high stagnation temperature oF the gas stream is felt.
The gas temperature at the midspan waswell a0ove the average calculated
turbine inlet temperature listed in table I. The use of properly
designed annular combustors with reduced temperature gradients in the
gas stream probably would reduce greatly the _ooling problem for the
leading edge of the stator blades.
Air-cooled turbine rotor assembly. DurLng the course of the inves-
tigation two failures of turbine rotor blades occurred. Neither of these
failures was due to basic deficiencies in the cooling abilities of the
blades. The first blade failure was due to t;_e mechanical damage sus-
tained by the leading-edge portion of the bla,_e from the passage of the
same debris that severely damaged the stator _lades. A crack originating
in one of the damage marks resulted in the fa lure in the outer half of
the blade for a distance roughly I/Z inch bac;_ from the leading edge.
The second failure was due to the loss of the inner-shell cap at the
base of the blade (fig. 5). The braze joint ;1olding this cap to the
inner shell failed, and the cap was thrown ou_ the tip of the blade. The
cooling air then flowed through the inner pas_age of the inner shell
rather than through the corrugated cooling pan,sages, and the blade failed
!
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at midspan from insufficient cooling. Subsequent visual inspection of
the other rotor blades revealed several similar braze-joint cracks.
Some local erosion of the outer shell of the turbine rotor blades
was evident in a small area at the leading edge outboard of the half-span
position. The amount of erosion was not severe at the end of the present
test program_ but long-term service at high temperatures may show more
serious erosion damage.
With the exception of the points noted_ the rotor blades were in
good condition at the end of the investigation. Since the materials
used to make these blades were not necessarily the same as would be cho-
sen for a production engine_ any statement about the condition of these
blades can only be interpreted as an indication of the cooling effective-
ness of the blade design. From this point of view_ the present design
has been shown to be adequate for the operating conditions investigated.
The split-disk rotor with the internal sheet-metal cooling-air
impeller performed satisfactorily with respect to both cooling and me-
chanical operation.
Air-cooled exhaust ductin_. - This special exhaust ducting was a
research tool to permit operation of the engine at the high temperatures_
but no attempt was made in its original design to provide for highly ef-
fective cooling. It is felt that more efficiently cooled exhaust duct-
ing can be designed with available heat-transfer data. Total coolant-
flow rates of between 2.5 and ¢ pounds per second of low-pressure air
were supplied to the exhaust ducting during the course of the investi-
gation. Some local warpage of the inner walls of the ducting was
observed at the conclusion of the test_ but in general the cooling of
the double-walled ducting was very effective. At the flange connections
where the parts of exhaust ducting joined and the double-walled construc-
tion was interrupted, the metal parts were a cherry-red during operation.
Except for isolated hot spots, the outer wall of the ducting was below
the dull-red range (about i000 ° F) at all times.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The following results were obtained in an experimental investigation
of a modified turbojet engine operated under static sea-level conditions
at high turbine inlet temperatures:
i. Convection-air-cooled turbine rotor blades with corrugated
inserts appear to be feasible for operation in turbojet engines at aver-
age turbine inlet temperatures up to 2500 ° F and a root stress of about
14
24_000 psi. The average blade temperature at the one-third-span location
could be maintained at 1300° F with an expenditure of about i percent of
the engine mass flow for rotor blade coolant _hen the average turbine in-
let temperature was _140° F and cooling-air t_mperature about 350° F.
For an average turbine inlet temperature of 2_00° F, a coolant flow of
approximately 2.2 percent of the engine flow _ould be required. An aver-
age blade temperature of 1300° F would result in a stress-ratio factor
(allowable to actual stress) of about 2.45 at the critical one-third-span
location.
2. Turbine rotor blade leading-edge tip caps (which divert the dis-
charge of cooling air for the leading-edge coolant passages to a point of
lower pressure) improved the cooling of the l_ading-edge region particu-
larly at low average coolant-flow ratios (0.0_ or less). Data obtained
were not conclusive enoughto makea definite selection of the optimum
tip cap length_ but the indications were that the longest cap (0.55
chord) resulted in the lowest average blade temperature.
3. The value of the temperature-difference ratio increased with gas-
temperature level. Thus_ extrapolation of blade temperature data on the
assumption that the temperature-difference ratio is constant with increas-
ing gas-temperature level is likely to give higher values of blade tem-
perature than would actually occur.
4. In addition to the turbine rotor bladcs_ other critical parts in
a high-temperature turbojet engine are likely to be the aft end of the
combustion chambersand the turbine stator bl_des. These parts are sub-
jected to high heat fluxes and often to extreme variations in temperatures
because of the combustion profiles. Minimizing temperature gradients at
combustor discharge will be extremely importalt at high operating
temperatures.
5. Although damagedid occur to the comblstors and to the turbine
stator and rotor blades of this experimental _ngine that is attributable
to high-temperature operation_ the results of this investigation indi-
cate that air-cooled gas-turbine engines can l.e designed for operation
at average turbine inlet temperatures up to a_ least 2500° F.
Lewis Research Center
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration
Cleveland, Ohio, June i, 1961
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DESCRIPTION OF SPECIAL PARTS, COOLING-AIR
SYSTEMS, AND INSTRUMENTATION
The special parts, the cooling-air systems, and the instrumentation
that were used on the experimental engine to permit operation at turbine
inlet temperatures up to 2500 ° F are described in the following
paragraphs.
Air-Cooled Turbine Rotor Blades
A cutaway drawing of the air-cooled, corrugated-insert turbine
rotor blade is shown in figure S.
Aerodynamic desi6n. - The aerodynamic design of the air-cooled tur-
bine rotor blade was based on modifications to the profile of the stand-
ard turbine rotor blade for the test engine. These modifications were
made for the purpose of simplifying the problem of cooling the blades.
The trailing-edge section of a turbine rotor blade is normally long and
thin to reduce blade aerodynamic losses. However, such sections are
difficult to cool. Therefore, in the air-cooled blade design_ a rela-
tively thick trailing edge was employed in order to allow more space for
coolant passages. The thick trailing edge will increase the aerodynamic
losses relative to the standard blade unless the ratio of the trailing-
edge thickness to pitch is held constant (ref. 18). This suggests a
reduction in the number of blades. To maintain the same blade solidity,
an increase in the axial chord of the blade was also required. A change
in the number of rotor blades from 96 to 72 was chosen for this design.
The blade solidity at the tip section of the cooled turbine was main-
tained at the same value as that for the standard turbine by increasing
the tip chord length of the standard blade by a factor of I.$33 (or
96/72) to obtain the chord length for the cooled blade. Some further
increase in the periphery of the cooled blade tip section was necessary
to provide sufficient space for all of the corrugated coolant passages.
This was accomplished by retaining the mean camber line corresponding to
the new blade chord length and making small changes in the blade profile
(increasing suction-surface camber and decreasing pressure-surface cam-
ber). To avoid having an excessively long axial chord at the blade root
section with an accompanying long blade base and wide turbine rotor_ the
blade chord at this section was only slightly increased, resulting in a
lower blade solidity at this position than that of the standard engine.
A multiplier factor of 1.176 was used to convert the standard blade root
chord length to the new chord length. This lower solidity at the root
section resulted in a blade with very little change in the chord length
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over the blade span_ which greatly aided the _lacement of the corrugated
cooling passages around the periphery of the %lade profile. Other span-
wise sections of the blade were determined by a straight-line fairing
between the tip and root sections. The resulting aerodynamic profiles
were checked for surface velocity variations %ya stream-filament-theory
procedure outlined in reference 19.
Heat transfer and mechanical design. - P_evious analytical and
experimental studies have shown that the use cf internal fins made of a
continuous corrugated sheet is a promising wa_ to augment the cooling
surface of an air-cooled blade. The addition of an inner shell (as in
fig. 5) makes more efficient use of the cooling air by restricting the
flow to the vicinity of the exposed outer shell where the heat load is
and also increases the flow velocity of the air. From a structural
standpoint, the corrugations and inner shell add rigidity to the thin
outer shell. References 4 to 6 show the coolffng results of experimental
investigations with different sizes of corrugsted inserts• Reference 20
gives a method for designing corrugated surfaces for effective cooling
of air-cooled turbine rotor blades. The geometry of the insert chosen
for this blade on the basis of effective cooling and ease of fabrication
consisted of corrugations with 0.07-inch pitch_ 0.07-inch amplitude, and
O.007-inch thickness. An inner-shell thickness of 0.01 inch and a ta-
pered outer shell varying in thickness from 0.06 at the root to 0.03
inch at tile tip was used for this blade• This combination of outer
shell, corrugations, and inner shell resulted in a centrifugal stress
at the blade root of about 2S,000 psi at rated engine speed (7954 rpm).
!
The use of leading-edge tip caps to divezt the discharge of cooling
air from the passages in tile leading edge to s region of lower pressure
closer to the turbine exit has been shown in zeference 9 to be a prom-
ising way of improving leading-edge cooling for this t)ge of blade.
Diversion of the coolant discharge in this marner increases the total-
pressure head available to force air through the passages sheltered from
the high-pressure gas stream by the tip cap. This increase in pressure
head means greaser flow rates and therefore better cooling. Blade tip
caps of 18, 2S, 8S, 45, and $8 percent of chozd length (fig. 6) were
used in an attempt to determine the optimum csp length for this blade.
Uncapped blades were also included for comparison purposes. The number
of blades of each configuration installed in the rotor were as follows:
Tip-cap length
Chord length
0
• 15
.25
.55
.45
.55
2
8
18
25
9
10
Number of
blades
Total 72
2R
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To provide space for the diverted air to flow under the cap for
transfer to the discharge point at the rear end of the cap, the tips of
the corrugations and the inner shell were cut back as shown on figure 5.
A uniform angle of 25 ° (between axial direction and line of cut on
insert) was used at the forward part of the cutback on all blades. This
sngled cut extended to a point directly under the rear edge of the tip
cap. The bottom of the cutback was paralle_ to the tip cap and extended
from 1/16 to 3/16 inch depending on the length of the tip cap. The rear
part of the cutback was at a uniform angle of 45 ° for all blades.
The two-serration base for this blade shown in figure S is taken
from a design presented in reference 21. The geometry of the cooling-
air passage in the base changes from a rectangular shape at the inlet
to an airfoil shape that matches the inner profile of the blade outer
shell. The transverse bulkhead in the center of the base is for the
purpose of resisting collapsing loads due to the tangential component
of centrifugal force on the blade and compressive rim stresses due to
radial thermal gradients in the rotor dis_s.
Fabrication. - As a fabrication expedient, the outer shell and base
of the blade were precision-cast (by the lost-wax method) of a high-
temperature alloy (HS-31). All corrugated-insert blades previously ref-
erenced in this report have consisted of cast or forged bases and sheet-
metal shells and fins joined by brazing and/or welding. This latter
method of fabrication should result in a better turbine rotor blade than
the casting method that was used. However, fabrication facilities for
utilizing this method were not available at the time the hardware was
being made. To simplify the placing of the insert within the blade,
the blade casting was made in two pieces with parting lines at the lead-
ing and trailing edges from the blade tip to the bottom of the blade
base. The corrugations (0.007 in. thick) and inner shell (0.010 in.
thick) were each formed in two pieces of HS-25 high-temperature alloy to
fit the pressure and suction surfaces of the blade. Cutbacks were made
on the corrugations and the inner shell to match the length of tip cap
for the blade. A base cap of O.03-inch HS-2S was used to seal the lower
end of the inner shell.
TRe parts for the rotor blade were assembled by first brazing the
halves of the corrugated insert and the inner shell to the corresponding
casting of half the blade outer shell and base. The brazing alloy (wire
form Nicrobraz 30) was inserted in the corrugated passages. Heavy metal
brazing fixtures were used to ensure good contact of parts during brazing
and to prevent distortion of the brazed assembly. Following this brazing
operation, the base cap for the inner shell was tack-w_Ided to the
suction-surface half of the blade, and the two halves of the blade were
then heliarc-welded at the leading and trailing edges of the airfoil and
the base. Heavy copper welding fixtures were used to hold the blade
halves for welding and to conduct heat away from the welding zone while
maintaining the proper airfoil shape. Braze material was then placed
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inside the leading and trailing edges of the _nner shell_ on the inner-
shell base cap, and on the parting lines of tile blade castings inside the
base. A "U"-shaped strip (which extended abo_t I.S in. downfrom the
blade tip) was coated with braze material and placed between the blade
halves near the trailing edge (see fig. 6) to stiffen this part of the
blade. The assembly wasput through a second braze cycle; again using
heavy metal brazing fixtures to maintain contact of parts and to prevent
distortion during brazing. All brazing opera_ions on the rotor blades
were conducted in a vacuumfurnace. FollowinI_ the second braze cycle,
serrations were ground on the blade base, and the base was subsequently
machined to the proper axial length. The bla_[e tips were then ground to
the required length, and the leading-edge tip caps of proper length were
heliarc-welded in place. The tip caps were m_defrom O.02-inch-thick
IIS-2S sheet material.
Endurance testing of turbine rotor blades. - Four turbine rotor
blades were subjected to an endurance test in another engine for periods
up to i0i hours and at one-third-span blade t_mperature of 1650 ° F. The
blades were not cooled during this test. The endurance test approximately
duplicated the centrifugal-stress level throu_ihout the blade and the one-
third-span blade temperature of the final engine operation. Aerodynamic
conditions of the gas stream and the temperat1_e variations within the
cooled blades could not be duplicated in this test. Since the major
stress in the rotor blade is centrifugal rath_,r than bending due to the
gas loads_ the differences in aerodynamic forces between the endurance
tests and final engine operation were not thoiLght to be significant. The
absence of large temperature variations withi1_ the blades because they
were uncooled is hard to evaluate. Such temp_ rature variations can intro-
duce thermal stresses that may be appreciable
One of the fou__ uncooled test blades failed in the valley of the
top serration on the suction side after i01 h<urs of endurance testing.
A second blade was cracked in this same locat_on at the end of the same
test period. The other two blades were teste< for only 5_ hours, and
one of them was cracked in the serrations at _he end of testing. A region
of thin cross section existed at this point _ere the cooling-air passage
inside the blade base came close to the serra_ions. To avoid a failure
in this region in the final blades_ the cross-sectional dimension of the
blade casting was increased by adding metal o_ the inside surface. No
further endurance testing was done after this change to the blade casting_
but it was felt that the weak spot had been e_iminated. The remainder of
the blade was in excellent shape at the end oJ' the endurance test.
Twenty heating and cooling cycles (start_ and stops) were covered
during the course of the endurance tests. This is a small number of
cycles compared with what might be required oJ' a blade in actual engine
service. Cyclic-endurance testing of other t_pes of air-cooled blades
made of noncritical materials (ref. i_) showe< that such blades withstood
!
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over i00 cycles and final failure was due to severe oxidation. The
material of this blade (HS-51) had better high-temperature properties
than the material of the blade of reference 14 (Timken 17-22A(S), a low-
alloy steel with 97-percent iron content), but the operating temperature
level was higher for the HS-31 blade.
_D
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Air-Cooled Turbine Rotor
Various designs for air-cooled turbine rotor disks are presented in
reference 21. The choice of the design for an engine application would
depend_ of course_ on the specification for that particular engine. The
design most adaptable to the engine that would be modified for this
investigation was the split-disk type with forward-face entry of the
cooling air. A cross-sectional view of this rotor is shown in figure 2.
A complete description of the design analysi_ is given in reference 21.
The halves of the air-cooled turbine rotor were machined from turbine
rotor forgings for the production-model engine. The materials for these
forgings were an SAE 43_0 shaft and hub section and a Timken 16-25-6 rim.
The two parts had been welded together at a radius of 10.75 inches. The
rear disk was integral with the turbine rotor shaft. The forward disk
had a central hole that permitted it to be slipped over the turbine
shaft. The two disks were held together by 24 bolts equally spaced on a
9.5-inch radius. The inner faces of the two disks were machined to
receive a sheet-metal impeller with 72 radial passages_ which directed
the cooling air to each of the 72 rotor blades. The disk bolts passed
through the vanes of the impeller (between the radial cooling-air pas-
sages) and did not interfere with the cooling airflow. Blade base mount-
ing serrations were broached with the halves of the disk bolted together.
Air-Cooled Turbine Stator
Stator blades. - As in the case of the turbine rotor blades_ changes
to the profile of the stator blades were made to improve the cooling of
the blades. The changes to the stator blades were much less extensive
than to the rotor blades. The same number of stator blades (6_) was used
in the air-cooled stator diaphragm as in the uncooled standard engine
stator diaphragm. However_ it was necessary to increase the trailing-
edge radius from 0.016 to 0.035 inch to provide cooling-air passages for
trailing-edge section of the blade. The blockage of the gas-flow chan-
nels caused by this thicker trailing edge was overcome by changing the
angle of the stator blades i° to open up the throat area at the stator
exit.
A corrugated insert with the same pitch, amplitude, and thickness
(0.07, 0.07, and 0.007 in., respectively) as the insert for the rotor
blades was used for the stator blades. The outer shell of the stator
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blade was formed from a single 0.02-inch-thick piece that was folded on a
radial line at the leading edge. The corrugated insert was madein two
pieces_ one piece for the pressure surface and one piece for the suction
surface. In like manner, the inner shell was formed in two pieces from
0.01-inch material. Inner-shell caps (also C.01 in. thick) at both the
inner and outer radii restricted the flow of cooling air to the corru-
gated passages. The space enclosed by the irner shell was vented by a
hole in the cap at the outer radius. All parts of the stator blade
were madeof N-15S sheet stock.
The parts of the inner shell and the corrugations were fitted inside
the outer shell_ and the outer shell was then heliarc-welded along the
trailing edge. Nicrobraz 30 in wire form was placed in the corrugated
passages and inside the leading and trailing _dges of the inner shell.
The end caps for the inner shell were then tack-welded in place_ and
sufficient braze material was placed on the joint line between inner
shell and cap to ensure a good bond. The assembly was furnace-brazed in
a dry hydrogen atmosphere.
Stator assembly. - Figure 2 shows the air-cooled stator assembly in
the engine. The inner and outer rings of the air-cooled stator diaphragm
were made of stainless steel. Sixty-four contoured slots were machined
through each ring to receive the blades. The outer shells of the blades
protruded through both the inner and outer riags of the diaphragm by
about 1/8 inch. These protrusions of the outer shells were heliarc-
welded to both rings around the entire periphery of the blade profiles.
Eight equally space sawcuts through the outer ring allowed for thermal
expansion of the assembly. Sixteen l-inch-di_meter tubes ducted the
cooling air to an inlet manifold on the inner radius of the air-cooled
stator diaphragm. The cooling air flowed rad_ally outward-through the
corrugated passages in the blades to an exit ]ollection manifold encir-
cling the outer periphery of the stator diaphragm.
!
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Modified Combustor
The special combustors used in this investigation were modifications
of the standard combustors for this engine. _ross-sectional drawings of
the modified and unmodified combustors are shown in figure 3. A pictorial
comparison of the transition liners is presented in figure 4. The modi-
fications made to the combustion system were for the purpose of providing
a larger flow of secondary (cooling) air over the outer surfaces of the
sheet-metal parts of the system. The diameters of the circular aft end
of the combustor liner_ the combustor-outlet _ing_ and the forward end
of the transition liner (fig. 3) were reduced so that a larger annular
passage was provided through which secondary _ir could flow over the
outer surfaces of the sheet-metal parts. The scalloped edge on the
outer radius at the aft end of the transition liner was cut more deeply
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and scallops were added to the aft edge at the inner radius to provide a
larger exit path for the increased flow of secondary air. A sheet-metal
shroud was built around the transition liner to direct the secondary air
over the outer surface of the liner. The support struts of the unmodified
version (fig. 4) were removed to prevent possible damage to the rotor and
stator in case of failure of these struts during high-temperature opera-
tion. A complete description of the combustor modification and an exper-
imental investigation of the modified combustor are given in reference 22.
Air-Cooled Exhaust Ducting
The proposed average turbine inlet temperature level of 2500 ° F
would involve engine exhaust temperatures on the order of 2100 ° F. This
temperature level is beyond the safe limit for the materials of the
exhaust ducting_ if the exposed surface was also the load-bearing struc-
ture. Therefore_ a double-walled convective-cooled ducting with the
outer wall as the structural member and the inner wall serving only as a
boundary for the gas stream was used for most of the exhaust system.
Double-walled ductin 6. - All of the exhaust ducting aft of the tur-
bine rotor blowout shr0ud (with the exception of the jet-nozzle section)
was of double-walled construction (see fig. i). Spacing between the
inner and outer walls of the double-walled ducting was 1/4 inch. The
combustion-gas-flow area of the air-cooled exhaust ducting was the same
as that for the standard engine ducting. Material for the exhaust
ducting was L-605 (HS-25) high-temperature alloy. The ducting was made
An two sections. The foremost section was the tailcone_ which included
a 6-inch annular extension just behind the turbine rotor. This extension
was added to provide better locations for pressure and temperature
instrumentation at the turbine discharge. The inner cone_ the outer
cone, and the tailcone struts (which position the inner cone) were all
of double-walled construction for air-cooling. This entire tailcone
section was about 3 feet in axial length. The second section (tailpipe)
was 7 feet long. Cooling air was supplied to annular inlet manifolds on
the inner and outer cones of the tailcone and on the tailpipe. From
these manifolds_ air flowed parallel to the gas stream (counterflow in
the case of the outer cone) between the inner and outer ducting walls.
Air for cooling the tailcone struts was introduced along the leading edge
of the strut and flowed rearward between the two walls to the trailing
edge. Cooling air from the outer cone of the tailcone and from the tail-
pipe was collected in annular manifolds for subsequent discharge to a
location outside the test facility. Cooling air from the inner cone and
the struts of the tailcone discharged into the gas scream.
Turbine rotor blade blowout shroud. - A thin (O.0%S-in.) Inconel
blowout shroud surrounded the turbine rotor to allow any sizable part of
a failed blade to escape by piercing the shroud. This shroud was fitted
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inside an axial spacer that was inserted between the engine proper and
the tailcone (fig. 2). Part of the weight o_ the exhaust ducting was
carried by this spacer_ which is a framework of two flanges separated
by 2A axial rods. The forward flange is bol_ed to the stator cooling-
air exit manifold_ and the rear flange is bolted to the tailcone.
Cooling air was directed over the outer surfs ce of the blowout shroud
from circumferential rings mounted on the twc flanges of the spacer.
Cooling-Air Systems
Any cooling system for an aircraft must be a self-contained unit.
For an air-cooling system where pressurized sir is required_ the logical
source of such air is the engine compressor - either at compressor dis-
charge or interstage_ depending on the pressure level required. Where
low-pressure air will suffice as the cooling medium_ram air is a readily
available source. For this investigation, these two normal cooling-air
sources were simulated by laboratory room-temperature air sources. Use
of these laboratory air sources permitted wide variation in the pressures
and flow rates of the coolant. The pressure and quantity of flow were
regulated to each of the cooled componentsirdependently by appropriate
pressure regulators and flow-control valves.
Room-temperature laboratory air at pressures within the limits of
compressor discharge pressure (up to 150 in. Hg abs) was supplied to the
turbine rotor and stator blades. Use of this low-temperature external
air in place of compressor discharge air (at temperature of 450° to
500° F) simulated the existence of an interccoler in the cooling-air
system between compressor dismharge and the cooled parts. If compressor
discharge air were used without someintercocling, a larger airflow rate
would be required to effect the sameamount cf cooling.
All parts of the exhaust ducting (including the turbine blade blow-
out shroud) were cooled with room-temperature laboratory air at pressures
of about 1.25 to 1.5 atmospheres (sea level). For an aircraft in sub-
sonic flight, these conditions wotuld simulate the conditions of ram air
used for cooling.
!
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Instrumentation
Engine. - All pressure readings were measured on manometer tubes
that were mounted on a large board and photographed during engine opera-
tion for subsequent manual interpretation. [he temperature readings
from the thermocouples were recorded on an automatic digital potentiome-
ter. Pressure and temperature levels were m_asured at engine station 2
(fig. i). The engine mass flow was measured by means of a Venturi tube
that supplied ambient air to the test cell ir which the engine was
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mounted. The cooling-air mass flows to the turbine rotor and stator
blades and to the various parts of the double-walled exhaust ducting were
measured by means of sharp-edged orifices. Engine fuel flow was measured
with a vane-type magnetic-impulse flowmeter_ and engine speed was meas-
ured with a magnetic-impulse speed counter.
Turbine rotor. - Temperatures on the outer shell of the turbine
rotor blades were measured by means of Chromel-Alumel thermocouples
located at various chordwise positions at a distance of 1.25 inches from
the top of the blade base platform_ as shown in figure 7. Thermocouples
of the same alloy were used to measure the temperature of the cooling air
in the front and rear parts of the blade base. Only blades with 55-
percent-chord-length tip caps had thermocouples in all the positions
shown on figure 7. Because of the limited capacity of the rotating slip-
ring pickup, the greatest number of thermocouples were concentrated on
this type of blade with a medium tip cap length. The outer-shell thermo-
couples were cemented into radial grooves milled in the shell. A complete
description of this method of thermocouple installation is given in ref-
erence 23. The leads for the thermocouple extended from the thermocouple
bead radially inward within the milled groove to the blade base, then
rearward along the top of the ba_ platform and radially inward on the
back side of the turbine disk to tef_Y_ual posts located on a 12-inch-
diameter ring bolted to the rear disk (fig. 2). Extension leads ran from
this point through a drilled passage on the centerline of the turbine
shaft bolt and the compressor shaft to a slip-ring-type thermocouple
pickup mounted on the front of the engine (fig. i). The stationary part
of this pickup was connedted to the temperature-recording equipment.
In addition to the thermocouples, temperatur_indicating paints were
used to indicate maximum temperatures reached over the surface of
the blade. Eight different temperature-indicating paints ranging in
ratings from 824 ° to 2012 ° F were used in this investigation. The entire
surface of a blade was sprayed with one type of paint. A total of about
38 blades covering six tip cap configurations were spray-coated. It has
been shown in reference 23 thatj to obtain effective temperature distri-
butions with such paints under conditions encountered in jet-engine
operation_ the time of exposure should be limited to about 15 minutes.
Because of the engine operating schedule for this investigation and the
mechanical complications involved in installing and removing the air-
cooled exhaust ducting_ it was not practical to inspect the paint coat-
ings this often. As a consequence_ the patterns that were evident at
the rather infrequent times of visual inspection were not the best
temperature-indicating patterns that could have been developed if primary
emphasis had been placed on the use of the paints. The paints were
therefore treated as a secondary method of measuring blade temperatures.
Chromel-Alumel thermocouples were installed at several radial posi-
tions on the outer faces of both the front and rear halves of the tur-
bine rotor for the purpose of monitoring the rotor temperatures.
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APPENDIX B
SYMBOLS
effective turbine rotor throat ares
effective turbine stator throat area
critical velocity relative to the stator_ ft/sec
specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/(ib)(°F)
fuel-air ratio
standard acceleration of gravity_ i't/sec2
lower heating value, Btu/lb
enthalpy_ Btu/lb
mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 ft-lb/Btu
leading edge
engine speed_ rpm
total pressure of cooling air at r<tor hub_ in. Hg abs
gas constant, ft-lb/(ib)(°F)
average total gas temperature, °R _l_less otherwise specified
average total gas temperature relative to the rotor, oR unless
otherwise specified
trailing edge
average static gas temperature, OR unless otherwise specified
average cooling-air temperature at rotor blade base, OF
local blade temperature, oF
average blade temperature for I/3-11ade-span position, OF
effective gas temperature at rotor inlet for i/3-blade-span
position, OF
!
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U
V
!
V
w a
Wg
T
_B
A
blade velocity, ft/sec
2 T3 ft/sec
absolute gas velocity at rotor inlet, y + i '
relative gas velocity at rotor inlet, VV 2 + U2 - 2UV cos _4,
ft/sec
cooling airflow rate_ ib/sec
combustion gas-flow rate, ib/sec
average coolant-flow ratio
flow angle of absolute velocity of gas at stator exit measured
from tangential direction_ deg
ratio of specific heats
combustor efficiency
recovery factor
Subscripts:
f
Z
8
1
2
5
4
5
6
fuel
axial component
tangential component
compressor inlet
compressor discharge
turbine stator inlet
turbine rotor inlet
turbine rotor discharge
tailpipe
7 jet nozzle
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EFFECTIVE-GAS-TEMPERATURECALCUIA210NPROCEDURE
FORTURBINEROTORBLADES
The following assumptions were madein t_le calculation of the tur-
bine rotor blade effective gas temperature ti_e at the one-third-spanposition:
(i) The flow was choked in both the statler and rotor throats. This
assumption wasmadebecause this turbine approaches limiting loading and
because small variations from choked flow wou_dnot appreciably affect
the results.
(2) The mass flow is constant through thc_turbine stage. This as-
sumption neglects the cooling air added to th_ exhaust gas from the ro-
tor blades. Since this cooling air does no work and does not mix appre-
ciably with the exhaust gas in passing through the rotor blading_ its
effect (if it were considered) would be only to reduce the effective area
of the rotor throat available for the passage of the exhaust gas.
(3) The gas flow from the stator throat _o the rotor throat was as-
sumedto be at constant entropy.
(4) The average turbine inlet temperature T3 could be calculated
from measuredconditions at the compressor discharge and measured fuel-
flow rate as previously discussed in the PROCEDUREsection. Becauseof
the heat rejected to the stator blade cooling air in the passage of the
exhaust gas through the stator diaphragm, it _msnecessary to correct
the calulated average turbine inlet temperature TS to obtain the tem-
perature conditions that existed at the entrance to the turbine rotor
T4. The amount of this correction was betweer 20° and 35° F for the en-
gine conditions covered in the investigation.
(5) The stagnation state of the gas flow relative to a blade row
remains constant from the entrance to the exil of the blade row.
(6) The effective stator-to-rotor throat area ratio As/AR was
constant over the range of engine operating conditions. Under the as-
sumptions of these calculations_ this ratio csn be expressed as a func-
tion of tg,e (eqs. (CIZ) and (C13)). Makin_ the further assumption
that a close approximation of tg,e could be obtained from measured
leading-edge temperatures of the uncappedblaces at very low cooling air-
flows to the rotor blade (see appendix D), the value of this area ratio
was determined from experimental data of the _resent investigation.
(7) The local recovery factor A had a _'alue of 0.89 (ref. 24)_ and
the stator discharge flow angle _4 remained constant at 21° .
b_
!
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It will be advantageous to define a number of thermodynamic relations
at the inlet to the turbine rotor. Symbols are defined in appendix B.
Effective gas temperature (nonrotating parts):
tg,e _ t 4 + A (T - t) 4
(Cl)
Effective gas temperature (rotating parts):
tg,e -= t4 + A (T' - t)4 (C2)
Absolute stagnation temperature :
T4 -t4 + 2gJc----_
V 2(Y - i
- t4 + ZTgR
(c3)
Relative stagnation temperature:
T4 _ t 4 +V_
2gJcp
t4 + (v')S(r
2_gR
(c¢)
From turbine velocity triangle_
: + (c5)
(v')2 = Vz2 + @0 - u)2 (c6)
V9 = V cos _4 (c7)
Absolute critical velocity:
acr = Z/__$___gRT4
(c8)
Combining equations (C5), (C7), and (C8) results in
2
_l( vo4 Y + i cos _4 ac (c9)
Equations (CS) to (C6) and (C8) can be combined to give
= i ]'- i U 2----
4 _ + I act acr
(CI0)
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From assumptions (i) to (A) the temperat_ire ratio (T_/T)4 can be
related also to the stator-to-rotor effective throat area ratio. The
development of this relationship is covered in detail in reference 25.
Whenexpressed in the nomenclature of this report, this relationship
(eq. (6), ref. 25) becomes
y+l
(Cii)
Combining equations (CIO) and (CII) gives
+Y +lacr
y - i U
Dividing equation (C2) by T3
and (CIO) give
As. y+l !l
and combining with equations (C9)
= cos2_4 _a-_cr] Y _ Y + I acr acr acr
(c13)
Values of tg,e for all engine operating points were calculated
from equation (C13) by making use of assumptioas (5) and (6) and equa-
tion (Ci2).
t_
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APPENDIX D
!
DETERMINATION OF APPROXIMATE EFFECTIVE GAS TEMPERATURE FROM
UNCAPPED-BIADE LEADING-EDGE TEMPERATURE
Figure 15 shows the temperature of the leading edge of the uncapped
turbine rotor blade plotted against the pressure of the cooling air meas-
ured at the rotor hub for series D. Because the quantity of cooling air
was regulated by a throttling valve upstream of the blades_ reductions
in cooling-airflow rates meant lower cooling-air pressures. At very low
average coolant-flow ratios (low cooling-air pressures), the temperature
of the leading edge of the uncapped blade remained constant with further
reduction in cooling airflow or lowering of cooling-air pressure level.
At pressures below about 39 inches of mercury absolute (fig. 15),
the temperature of the leading edge was constant at about 1835 ° F for the
conditions of this series of runs. This trend indicated that at these
levels of cooling-air pressure the leading edge was uncooled because the
pressure at the base of the blade was not sufficient to force coolant
through the leading-edge passages against the high pressure existing in
the gas stream at the leading edge of the blade tip. The general trend
of the curve in figure 15 is representative of the behavior of the
uncapped-blade leading-edge temperature at very low coolant flow for
other engine operating conditions. The existence of this condition dur-
ing engine operation justified the assumption made in appendix C (assump-
tion (6)) for calculating effective gas temperature tg,e.
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Series Run Engine
speed,
N,
rpm
Average
turbine
inlet
temp._
T 3 ,
o F
i 6966 1859
2 6976 1'760
3 6965 1"717
¢ 6974 1650
5 6975 1617
6 "7379 1956
7 73%8 2019
8 7343 2006
9 7314 1996
i0 6978 2006
ii 6968 201%
!Z 6966 8028
13 6972 2012
14 7645 2141
iS /645 2140
16 7643 2142
1'7 7650 2144
18 7648 2151
19 7646 21%5
20 7510 2377
21 7440 2580
22 7420 2389
23 7426 2%18
24 7448 2481
25 7348 2498
26 7343 2513
27 7338 2522
28 7330 2520
TABLE I. - SUMMARY OF TEST D_TA
Effective
gas temp._
tg, e,
oF
1587
1515
1476
1416
1386
1694
1751
1739
1'730
1737
1744
1751
iV%l
1863
1861
1964
1865
1871
1866
2074
2078
2085
2084
2169
2182
2194
2203
2199
Average
blade
temp._
tb_av_
oF
896
90S
944
982
I015
919
942
967
1045
985
104"7
ii15
1208
10iS
iOSb
!07b
1127
1225
1300
1095
ii17
1172
1826
1094
13-16
1_149
i19S
1257
Cooling.
air temp
ta,
o F
i15
116
iS0
195
235
i00
i00
ii0
144
91
120
185
294
150
164
178
195
267
353
136
159
168
206
128
122
134
154
219
Average
coolant-
flow
raLio_
(_a/Wg)av
0.061
•047
.032
.020
.015
O.0Sl
.061
.0!)O
.055
O. 054
.039
• 024
.013
O. 0SS
.048
.037
•031
•018
.012
0.051
.045
• 033
• 026
0.065
•056
.Or0
.040
.026
Coolant-
flow
rate,
wa;
lb/sec
4.57
3.85
2.41
i .54
i. 16
4.92
4.88
4.00
2.82
4.07
2.90
1.8
.98
5.07
,1.07
3.2b
2.74
i .59
1.03
4.23
3.63
2. ?5
2 .!7
5.23
% .46
3.88
3.15
2.00
Rotor hub
cooling-
air pres-
$u_ve
Pa_ in.
Hg abs
58.0
48.7
37.3
33.0
30.2
61.7
61.4
$3.3
44.0
54.5
44.8
37.5
33.0
64.6
}1].9
49.7
48 .i
38•1
35.4
59.0
53.9
47.5
63.5
67•3
60•5
85. b
49.9
41.7
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Figure S. - Cutaway view of air-cooled corrugated-insert turbine rotor blale
with leadin@-edge tip cap,
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Figure 7. Thermocouple locations on turbine rotor blade.
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Figure 8. - Chordwise temperature distribution at one-third span of tur-
bine rotor blades with tip caps e_ual t( 35-percent chord. Engine
speed, 6970 rpm.
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Figure 9. - Composite of thermocouple and temperature-indicating-paint data
for suction surface of turbine rotor blades with O.3S-chord tip caps
(series E, table I).
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Figure i0. - Local turbine rotor blade temperatlre at one-third-span posi-
tion over a range of rotor hub cooling-air pressures (average coolant-
flow ratios). Series C (table I); engine spe_d, 6970 r_n; effective
gas temperature, 1746 ° F.
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Figure 15. - Damage to transition liner due to high-temperature operation.
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